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Subsets of a Cartesian product X x Y, where X and Y are arbitrary sets, are 
considered as a generalization of incidence matrices. Minimal cover, essential 
set etc. are introduced in a stronger sense and their properties discussed. The 
existence of a minimal cover for an arbitrary generalized incidence matrix is 
proved. As an application a previous result is extended. 
1. INTR~DUOTI~N 
Let S be a matrix. A set Q of lines (rows or columns) such that each 
non-zero element of S belongs to some element of Q is said to be a cover 
of s. 
Let / X / denote the cardinal of the set X. The covering number M(S) 
is then defined as the least cardinal such that there is a cover Q of S with 
I Q I = WS). 
Let S have a finite cover. A minimal cover of S is then a cover of S of 
cardinal M(S). A subset s of S is called essential to S if replacing the 
elements of S by zeros reduces the covering number for the modified 
matrix. 
We now refer to 
THEOREM 1. If S is a matrix which admits of a finite cover, then there 
is a minimal cover of S containing precisely those columns which are essential 
to S. A minimal cover possessing the above-mentioned property is unique. 
This theorem is a consequence of the canonical form for bipartite 
graphs offinite exterior dimension (in the language of matrices: a matrix 
which admits of a finite cover) established by Dulmage and Mendelsohn 
in [3] and of Theorem 3.1 and what follows, in Brualdi’s paper [l]. See 
also [4], where this theorem is proved independently. 
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The cover mentioned in the theorem may be called the column-essential 
cover of S. 
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate some properties of matrices 
for which the restriction as to the finiteness of the cover has been discarded. 
This has been done among others in [2], [3], and [5]-[7]. In order to deal 
with this case it would not suffice just to follow up the previously trod 
course [4, 51 lest our statements become either meaningless or trivial. 
Retaining, for example, the definition of a minimal cover for a denumer- 
ably infinite matrix S possessing no finite cover would necessarily bring 
us to the conclusion that every cover of S is a minimal cover, which 
obviously stands in conflict with our concept of minimality or at best 
renders the result valueless. By a suitable redefinition of the fundamental 
notions an extension is obtained which conforms in every way to the 
original definitions for the finite case. Once this has been achieved there 
arises a problem of a different kind. It turns out that a minimal cover of 
a matrix once defined, its existence is not at all ensured a priori. It is 
rather the fundamental Theorem 5.1 stating the existence of a minimal 
cover in the new sense which makes up the essence of this paper. As an 
application, a full extension of Theorem 1 is obtained. When dealing 
with the finite case the use of the original definitions is still justified by 
their simplicity, although the new definitions apply equally well. 
The fact that Theorem 1 does not hold for three-dimensional matrices 
suggested the idea that only two-dimensional space be discussed through- 
out this paper. Ample use has therefore been made of the property that 
each element is contained in exactly one row and one column. Since we 
are primarily concerned with incidence-matrices they are represented 
as subsets of two-dimensional Cartesian products. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Set inclusion is used in the wide sense. Union and intersection of sets 
are written A + B and AB, respectively. 
Let A and B be subsets of a partially ordered set (D, p). ApB then 
means that a E A and b E B implies apb. a is p-minimal in D will mean 
that there does not exist b E D such that apb. The term minimal rather 
than maximal has been chosen to suggest the nature of the problem. 
If A and B are disjoint ordered sets, then A q B means their union 
ordered by their ordered sum. When more than two sets are involved 
the symbol 5 is used. The order type of an ordered set A is denoted by 
tp A. 
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Let I be an index set and let ‘$I = (Ai: i E I) be a family of sets. Then 
AiAj= BiimeansAiAj= ~ifi,j~Iandi#j. 
Let X and Y be sets and let P = X x Y. A row in P is rz = {x} X Y 
for x E X, and a column in P is c, = X x {y} for y E Y. Let R be the set 
of all rows and C the set of all columns in P and let L = R + C be the 
set of all Eines in P. The letters c, r, h will denote column, row, line respec- 
tively. 
A, u, 01 will stand for sets of columns. 
B, b, /? will stand for sets or rows. 
Q, q, @, y’, $J will stand for sets of lines, 
ThedualsetP*ofPisP* = Y x X.ArowinP*isr,=(y} x X=c,*. 
A column in P* is c, = Y x {x} = r,*. R*, C*, L* will then denote 
the respective sets of rows, columns, lines in P*, and generally the set 
of lines dual to q is q* = (h*: h E q]. 
Let S C P. The dual of S is S* = {(y, x): (x, y) E S}. 
The set of covers of S is 
Z(S) = {T : 7 c L, s c X(X E T) h}. 
The operator 9 defined on L is !i!q = x(X E q)h. 
The covering number M(S) of S is the least cardinal ) Q j such that 
Q E S(S). The set of cardinality-minimal covers of S is defined by 
Zds) = {Q: Q E W)> I Q I = MS)). 
The set of inclusion-minimal covers of S is 
&(S) = {Q: Q E 2(S), such that (Q’ C Q and Q’ E 2(S)) implies Q’ = Q}. 
The set of minimal covers of S is defined by the following negative 
replacement property: 
A(S) = {Q: Q E ‘X(S) and such that there are no sets q and 
41, q C Q, 41 C 4 Q - q + 41 E VI md I q I > I 91 I>- 
It is quite clear that A(S) C Zi(S) C 2,(S). 
The following result follows easily from the definition of A(S): 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S’ C S and let Q E 53(S’) 2(S). Then Q E si(S). 
Proof. We note that S(S) C 2(S’). Suppose Q 6 R(S). Then there are 
q C Q and q1 C L, such that / q I > / q1 1 and Q - q + q1 E 2(S). Then 
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Q - q + q1 E Z(S) so that Q $ JI(S’), a contradiction. This proves the 
lemma. 
The class of subsets of P that are essential to S is called E(S) and is 
defined by 
Q!(S) = {Z: 2 C P such that there is a set Q so that Q E R(S) and 
Q 4 W - .?>I. 
We note that, if Q E H(S), then any line in Q is in (E(S), for, if h is such 
a line, then Q $ &(S - A) and hence Q $ R(S - A). (See also the sub- 
sequent Lemma 6.1.) 
We now state two theorems, one indirectly, the other directly concerned 
with 52(S): 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F be an arbitrary set and 2? its power set. Let 
V,, V,besubsetsofFandlet V~>Vzmean~Vl-Vz~>IV,-Vl~. 
Then (B, >) is a partially ordered set. 
We only have to show the relation to be transitive, so the proof is 
omitted here. 
THEOREM 2.2. Q E R(S) if and only $ there is no Ql E 2(S) such that 
I Q - Q, I > I QI - Q I. 
Proof. Let there be Ql E 2(S) such that I Q - Q, / > j Q, - Q /. 
Then Q, = Q - (Q - Q,) + (Q, - Q) and Q $ s(S). Conversely let 
Q 4 R(S). Then there is q C Q and q1 C L such that Q - q + q1 E 2(S) 
and I 4 I > I q1 I. Write QI = Q - q + q1 = Q - (4 - ql) + (ql - Q>. 
Then Q, E 2(S). Since Q, - Q = q1 - Q it follows that I Q - Q, I = 
~q-ql~>~ql-q~>~ql-Q~=~Q1-Q~.Thisprovesthetheo- 
rem. 
Theorem 2.2 may now be restated as follows: 
THEOREM 2.2.a. Q is a minimal cover of S ifand only ifQ is >-minimal 
in 2(S). 
3. THE FUNCTION s(q, Q, S) 
Let SC P, Q CL, q CL. In the following sections extensive use will 
be made of the function 
s = s(q, Q, s? = S - C 0 E Q - q) A, 
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which maps L x L x P into P, and also of Theorem 3.1 stated in this 
section. The shortened notations s(q), s(q, Q’) will stand for s(q, Q, S) 
and s(q, Q’, S), respectively. 
A characteristic property possessed by a minimal cover of S is expressed 
by 
THEOREM 3.1. Q E R(S) if and only if q E R[s(q)] for every q C Q. 
Proof. To show the necessity suppose first that for some q C Q we 
have q 4 %[s(q)]. If q $2[s(q)], then by the definition of s(q) we have 
s(q) ti(Q - q) = ec and hence Q # Z[s(q)] so that Q e%(S). Then 
Q $ R(S), which is a contradiction and hence q E 2[s(q)]. There exist 
qlCq and q2CL such that (q -qJ +q2EWq11 and lqll > lq21. 
Since Q - q E Z[S - s(q)], we have (Q - q) + (q - 43 3 q2 E 2(S) 
and hence Q - q1 + q2 E 2(S), which together with j q1 / > I q2 / implies 
Q $ R(S), a contradiction, so that q E R[s(q)]. 
To show the sufficiency put q = (2. Then s(q) = s(Q) = S and hence 
Q E g(S). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The following result is easily established: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ql, q2 C Q. Then s[q, , q2, s(q2)] = s(q,q,). 
Proof. 
dq, > q2 > ~(d = %) - c (A E 92 - 43 A 
=S-C(hEQ-q2)h--C(XEqZ--g3X 
= S - c (A E (Q - cd + (42 - q3) x 
= S - c (A E Q - qld h = &q,) 
and the proof is complete. 
For the special case q1 C q2 C Q we have 
&h > q2 > adI = %). 
COROLLARY 3.1. Isq C Q and q E Ns(qK then a E %&)lfir q1 C 4. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 we have 
41 E w-+I, > 42 &m = Wdl. 
The last equality follows from the special case of Theorem 3.2. The 
corollary is thus proved. 
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4. PREPARATORY THEOREMS 
In what follows and until the fundamental Theorem 5.1, stating that 
si(S) # D’, is proved, it is assumed that S is such that for all subsets S’ 
of P for which M(9) < M(S) we have R(9) # .@. This is justified by 
the fact that a set of cardinals is well ordered by magnitude. 
Put C,, = {c: c E e(S)); R, = {Y: r(S - QC,) # a}. We then have 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf Q E A(S), then R, C Q. 
Proof: Suppose R, - Q f m . Then there is x E X such that rz E R, - Q 
and r,(S - 5X,,) # a. Hence there is y E Y such that 
Q E Z(S) and rz $ Q imply cy E Q. Then by definition of e(S) we have 
c, E CO and hence (x, y) E gC,, , a contradiction to (I). This proves the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf Q E 2,(S) - S(S), then either there are a C CQ and 
b, C R such that / a 1 > 1 b, 1 and b, E H[s(a)], or there are b C RQ and 
a, C C such that / b I > I a, I and a, E S[s(b)]. 
Proof. Since Q $52(S), there are q C Q and q1 C L such that / q / > I q1 I 
and such that Q1 = Q - q + q1 E 2(S). We have s(q) C i!q, so that 
k@(q)] < j q1 I < / q / < 1 Q 1 = M(S). By the induction hypothesis 
there exists therefore q2 C L such that q2 E S[s(q)]. Then 
I41 > I411 2 1% I 0) 
and Q2 = Q - q + q2 E 2(S). Put 
4 - 92 = Y3 9 92 - 4 = 44 * (3) 
Let z E s(q3). Then z $ e(Q - qJ and hence 
z $ &742 . (4) 
q3 C q implies s(q3) C s(q). Then z E f?q2 = i!qq, + f?q4 and hence by (4) 
z E 2q4 . Since z was arbitrary we have s(q3) C i?q, . Inequality (2) implies 
Iq31>Iq41.WecannowwriteQ2=Q-q3+q4.Weshow 
q4 E N4q3)l. (5) 
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Suppose qa $ R[s(q&]. Then there is q5 C q4 and qs C L such that 
q4 - 45 + qs E m(h)1 
and I q5 / > 1 qa 1. We clearly have qq2 E Z[s(qq,)]. Then 
442 + cl4 - q5 + qs E ww,) + 493)l. 
We first show 
(6) 
942 + % - 95 + q6 E WkJ)l- 
Let z E s(q). Then z $ e(Q - q). 
Case 1. z E l!q&?(Q - q3). Then z E !2qq, . 
Case 2. z $ f?q, . Then, since z E f?q, we have z E l?qq, . 
(7) 
Case 3. z $ e(Q - q3). Then z E s(qJ. Since qq2q4 = c? and q5 C qa , 
all three cases imply 
z E WC72 + % - q5 + qd (8) 
(In the third case (8) is implied by (6).) (8) clearly implies (7). By definition 
we have qq2 + q4 = q2 and hence (7) implies q2 - q5 + q6 E 2[s(q)] with 
q5 C q2 and I q5 I > ( qs /, a contradiction since q2 E fi[s(q)] by assumption. 
Then q4 E Jl[s(q,)], which is (5). 
We have Q, = Q - q3 + q4 ; (3) implies q3q4 = .@ and hence 
Q, - q4 = Q - q3 . It follows that 
Sk, , Q> = s(sh 7 Qd (9) 
Put now q3C = a, q,R = b, q4C = a, , q4R = b, . Let z E s(q3 , Q). Then 
z E Q(u + b) = la + 2b. Suppose z E 2u8b. Then, since q3q4 = ia we 
have z $ 2q4 . (9) implies z $ e(Q, - q4) and so z $ ZQz which is a contra- 
diction. It follows that 
z E Sk 7 Q> implies z E !2a if and only l;f z 4 Sb. (10) 
From this it follows that s(q3) = s(a) + s(b) and s(a) s(b) = a,. Likewise 
we obtain s(q4 , QJ = da1 , Q2> + s(bl , QJ with s(q , QJ s(bl , Q2> = 0. 
Let z E ~(a, Q). Then z E s(q, , Q) = s(q4, Q.J. Also z E &z. Then since 
aa = la, z 4 !&z, and hence z E !Gb, . It follows that z E s(b, , Q,). Repeat- 
ing the same argument we arrive at the equalities s(a, Q) = s(b, , Q,) 
and 0, Q> = 4a17 QJ. We have by (5) % s Wq, , Q)l = W.@43 QJI 
and hence by Corollary 3.1 a, E A[&, , Q,)] = s2[s(b, Q)] and likewise 
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b, E s2[s(a, Q)]. Since a, b, a, , b, are mutually disjoint we have either 
I b I > j a, / or / a 1 > 1 b, I, which proves the theorem. 
Let M(S) < N, and let Qc be the column-essential cover of S in the 
sense of Theorem 1. We then have 
THEOREM 4.3. R[s(R,, QJJ = {R,}. 
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the canonical form 
obtained in [3], so that the proof is omitted here. 
5. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
One might expect at this stage of the quest for an existence proof of 
a minimal cover of S that a direct application of Zorn’s Lemma to the 
partially ordered set &(S), >) would reveal >-minimal elements in 
maximal ordered subsets. The difficulty in achieving this lies in the fact 
that there are S such that maximal ordered subsets of (Z,(S), >) have 
no >-minimal element. To see this consider the following simple example. 
Let X be the set of natural numbers, Y the set of integers. Choose 
S = {(x, v): x = I y I} (I y I denotes the absolute value); then M(S) = N, . 
Clearly C E 2(S). Since P is denumerable we have C E Z,(S). Consider 
now any maximal ordered subset of (Z,(S), >) containing C as an ele- 
ment. As may be easily perceived no maximal ordered subset that contains 
C has a >-minimal element. It is this shortcoming that seems to justify 
the introduction of a different partial ordering of 5,(S) in spite of its 
involved structure. 
Letv,#E%,(S)andsuchthatp, -#CC,+ - g,CR.Putp, - # =a, 
# - y = b. If there is a well-ordered set (Z, p) such that a = C(i E I) 01~ ,
cllia9= aiifori,,iEZ; b=C(iEZ)&with 101~1 >I& foralliEZand 
where Qi = y - C(jpi) aj + C(jpi) fij ; then we write v > #. The 
>-relation is clearly irreflexive and antisymmetric. We show it to be 
transitive. Let q, P)~ , qz E 2,(S) and let 
Then there are well-ordered sets ZI and Zz corresponding to relation (12). 
Choose ZI , Z, such that ZIZ2=@. Put Z,+Z,=Z, ~-yr=a,, 
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~,l--=bb,,~l--z=a,,~,--~=bz.Thena,a,=O.Wemay 
now write 
al + a2 = a = q - y2, b, + b, = b = rp2 - 9). 
Z is well ordered and a = C(i E I) 01~) b = C(i E I) /$, aiaf = i;~ij for 
i, j E I; also 1 ai ( > 1 pi 1 and fli E A[s(~~ , $&)I for all i E Z and hence 
q > y2 . The relation > is thus a partial order in S,(S). 
Let the set of >-minimal elements in 2,(S) be denoted by %X(S). We 
now have 
LEMMA 5.1. q E A(S) if and only if 9 6 mm(S) and fp* E YJt(S*). 
Proof. If v E R(S), then clearly y E ‘?VJ(S) and v* E +Jn(S*). If 9) $52(S), 
we have 
Case 1. v $ S,(S). Then, since W(S) C Z,(S), we have q 6 ‘%R(S). 
Case 2. y E 2,(S). Then, by Theorem 4.2, there is either q1 such that 
v > y1 so that v $ ‘%X(S) or there is q2 such that y* > P)~*, so that 
q* 6 ‘m(S*), which proves the lemma. 
Let (G, <) be an ordered set. A subset H of G is said to be cojinal in G 
if for every element g of G there is an element h of H such that g < h. 
Now let (G, <) be (simply) ordered and let (G, <) be well ordered. 
A well-known theorem then states that there is a subset H of G cofinal in 
(G, <) and such that (H, <) is well ordered. In order to see this, one 
only needs to consider H = {h E G: Vg E G(h < g 2 h < g)}. For H thus 
defined we have (H, <) = (H, <) and hence it is well ordered. The 
verification that H is cofinal in G is simple and hence left to the reader. 
LEMMA 5.2. ‘iDI # 0. 
Proof. T,(S) is non-empty by definition. Let P)~ E 5,(S). Define 
7 = {v: P)o > T>. 
Case 1. T = ,@ . Then v. E W(S). 
Case 2. T f @. By the Hausdorff-Kuratowski Maximality principle 
there is a maximal >-ordered subset o of T. There exists therefore a 
subset 0’ of u >-cofinal in u and such that (u’, >) is well-ordered. 
Subcase 2.1. 0’ has a >-last element q’ (meaning >-minimal in u’). 
Then I$ is also a last element in u and hence in Z,(S) so that F’ E ‘!U2(S). 
S’ubcase 2.2. u’ has no >-last element. Let J be a section of a set of 
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ordinals such that tp(J, <) = tp(o’, >) = j, . Let f be a similarity 
mapping of (.Z, <) onto (G’, >) so that 
f(j) = yj E U’ for j < j, . 
By assumption we have vj > yi+l . Put 
9)j - Vj+l = C CiE Ij) "ii and yi+l - yj = 1 (i E Zj) pij , 
where the Zj are well-ordered sets. Choose the Zj such that Zj,Z3, = mj j . 
Put C(i E Zj , j < j,) olij = A, C(i E Zj , j < j,) pij = B, J&j < j,,) Zj ‘“I. 
Now put v,, - A + B = di, . Since Z is well ordered and A is a union 
of mutually disjoint sets of columns, we have v0 > di, . We now prove 
that for j < j,, we have 
Put Z(j < k)(vj - YJ~+I) = AM > CC < k)(~i+l - Vj> = Bkl , 
C(k d j < jo>(vi - T++~) = 4, , C(k G j < jo)(w+l - v-4 = Bk2 ; 
vo - 4, + & = #,.ClearlyAB= .@.Then~~o=@o=~o-A+B= 
To - Al + &l - Ak2+Blie=#k-Ak.,+Bk2fork<j0.Fork<jo 
this implies 
$44 > @o * (14) 
Let it be a non-limit ordinal. We then show 
9)n = !fL. (15) 
Let c E qn. Then c E vj for j < n. Then c E P)~ and c $ (F~ - Yjil) for 
j < n and hence c E #n . Let r E CJI~ . Let j, be the least ordinal such that 
r E vj,. Clearly j, < n. We then have: 
Case 1. j,, = 0. Then r E vO and hence r E J,!J, . 
Case 2. 0 < j, < n. Then r E qj, - q+-l and hence r E #, . We 
now have yn C &, . 
Now let CE#,. Then c E y. and c $ (vj - T~+~) for j < 12. Suppose 
c # yn . Let j, be the least ordinal such that c $ yj, . Clearly 0 < j, < n. 
Then c E yjfel - qj, and hence c # y. - C(j < n)(vi - q’j+l) so that 
C$&Z? a contradiction. Then c E yn . Let r E #, . Then either r E v. or 
r E vj+l for some j < n. In either case we have r E pin . Then +a C q)la . 
This proves (15). 
NOW let j, < j, . If ji + 1 = j, , then clearly ~j, > vi, = &, = Go . 
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If& + 1 -c j. , then w, > w,+~ = a,bj,,l > t,$, = Qo. (In these cases use 
has been made of (14) and (15).) This proves (13). 
Let ~9~ E u - (Q,,}. We now have 
Case 1. Qbl E cr’. Then G1 > QO by (13). 
Case 2. Q1 $ u’. Then there exists yj, E u’ for some j, < j, such that 
G1 > Fj, which together with (13) implies Qp, > @,, . The maximality 
property of CJ then implies @, E g. Then QO is a >-minimal element in u 
and hence di, is >-minimal in Z,(S), so that @,, E ‘9X(S), thus proving 
the lemma. 
We have in fact proved more. We have proved that every maximal 
>-ordered set contains a >-minimal element and thus for every 9 E Z,(S) 
we have either p7 E %X(S) or else there is 91 E +9&S) such that q > v1 . 
Let 9, # E 5,(S) and such that IJJ > #. Let Z be a section of a set of 
ordinals such that 
where in accordance with (11) pi E R[s(ol, , $J]. We then have 
LEMMA 5.3. /3& = m. 
Proof. Let r E qi$ . We then have 
Casel. s(oli,$i)= @.Then/$= @. 
Case 2. s(oli , &) -f iz. Then choose z E s(q , I&). z $ 2(&R) so that 
z $ r. Then rs(ai, I$) = o and hence fli - {r} E Z[S(OI~, $)I, which 
together with (11) implies fli - {r} = /$ so that r $ /J , thus proving 
the lemma. 
COROLLARY 5.1. fl& = @ij. 
Proof. Let i < j, i, j E I. Then fli C $+ by definition of qJj . By the 
lemma just proved we have &+ = % and hence the corollary. 
Let v, v1 E 2,(S). Put b = rpR, b, = ylR. 
LEMMA 5.4. If 9) > v1 and b E Si[s(b, q)], then b, E R[s(b, , &]. 
Proof. Suppose b, $ fi[s(b, , &I. Then by Theorem 4.2 there exist 
b, C b, and a,, C C such that / b, I > I a,, I and 
a0 E Who , ~41. (16) 
We have q-~~=C(i~Z)ol~, ~1-~=b1-~=~(i~Z)/3i. Put 
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uia,, = ai’, /$b, = fir’, bb, = b’ and a, - x(i E Z)ai’ = a, - C(i E ~)q = ab . 
Let z E s(b’, p?). Then z $ e(p, - b’) so that z 4 e(&); we have qlC C &’ 
and hence 
z 6 ~(FbC). (17) 
But z E !2b,. This and (17) imply z E s(b, , vl) so that by (16) we have 
z E !&z, . (17) implies z $ !i?(x(i E Z) LX<) and hence z E !2ab . Then 
s(b’, v) C 2a, . 
Put & - oli + pi = &. By Lemma 5.3 we have $3, = % and hence 
q& - 01~ = #i - /$ . Then 
G”li 7 $i) = 4Pi 7 16i)* (18) 
(11) and (18) imply j?q = fi[s@, , &)I. It then follows from Corollary 3.1 
that 
Pi’ E N&‘, &)I. (1% 
Let z E S(pi’, #<). Then z $ e(#i - pi) = !Z(vi - CQ) and hence 
z + 2!(c#i> (20) 
and also 
z E !i!cx~ . (21) 
z E !Zfli’ implies z E !Gb, which together with (20) yields z $ e(#i - b,). 
It also follows from (20) that z $ e(Cq& since CT, C C#i . Then 
z I$ e!(vl - b,) so that z E s(b, , q+) and hence z E !A+, . Together with (21) 
this implies z E &xi’. We thus arrive at the conclusion that 
By the property of b we have 
b’ E Ji[s(b’, v)]. (23) 
Let z E s(b’, QQ). Then z E s(b, , q+) and hence z E !&z, . We also have 
z $ ti(&), so that z $ !S(C(i E I) q). Then z E 2a,. We arrive at the 
conclusion that 
ab E Wb’, ~~11. (24) 
(19) and (22) now imply j pi / < 1 ai’ 1; (23) and (24) imply 1 b’ 1 < 1 ab I. 
We may now write I 6, I = I C(i E Z) pi + 6’ I = C(i E Z) 1 pi’ ) + ( b’ j < 
C(i E Z) 1 ai j + 1 ab I = ] C(i E Z) ai’ + a, ) = I a, ) < / b, /. We have 
arrived at a contradiction from which it follows that b, E R[s(b,, vi)], which 
is the lemma. 
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Lemma 5.4 may be restated in a slightly different form as 
LEMMA 5.4.a. If v’* E mZ(S*) and y > vi , then yl* E ‘%V(S*). 
We are now in the position to state our fundamental 
THEOREM 5.1. si(S) # % . 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 there is y such that q~* E %lnl(S*). We then have 
Case 1. QI E ‘m(S). Then, by Lemma 5.1, we have 9 E R(S). 
Case 2. v 6 ‘%X(S). Then there exists y1 E ‘$X(S) such that q~ > yl. 
By Lemma 5.4.a it then follows that q+* E %R(S*). Applying Lemma 5.1 
to v1 we obtain plr E R(S), which proves the theorem. 
The conclusion of Theorem 5.1 is 
THEOREM 5.1.a. Let X and Y be arbitrary sets. Then every subset of 
X X Ypossesses a minimal cover. 
6. AN APPLICATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
Now that the existence of a minimal cover of S is ensured we give the 
extension for S of Theorem 1. First we prove a lemma which is itself an 
extension of a corresponding lemma in [4]. 
LEMMA 6.1. h E E(S) if and only if there exists a minimal cover Q of S 
such that h E Q. 
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition is obvious. We prove the 
necessity. h E (E(S) implies the existence of Q such that Q E R(S) and 
Q 4 a(S - X). But Q E 2(S - X). Then there is q C Q and q1 such that 
Qql= %,Ql=Q-q+q1E2(S--h)and 
I41 > 1411. (25) 
If X E Q there is nothing to prove. We assume, therefore, h $ Q. Then 
h 4 q. If h E ql, then Q, E 5(S) and so Q $ s(S), a contradiction. Then 
x 4 q + q1 . Put q1 + 01 = q2 . BY (25) we get 
We also have 
1921 = I411 +1 G 141. (26) 
Qq2 = @. (27) 
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But Q - q + q2 E 2(S). If I q2 j < j q I then Q $ g(S), a contradiction. 
This, together with (26) implies 
(25) and (28) imply 
i921 = 141. 
I 92 I = I 4 I < &I. 
(28) 
(29) 
Suppose now Q, = Q - q + q2 $ J%(S). Then there are q3 C Q, and 
q4 CL such that [ q3 I > / q4 I and Qz - q3 + q4 E 2(S). (27) implies 
qQ2 = D so that qq3 = o. Then put 
Qs = Q2 - 93 + q4 = Q - (4 + QqJ + qz - 93 + q4 E W). 
We have q3 = Qq3 + q2q3 represented as a union of two disjoint sets. It 
follows that I q2 - q3 + q4 I G I q2 - q3 I + I q4 I < I q2 - q3 I + I q3 I = 
I q + Qq3 1, which is a contradiction since Q E s(S) by assumption. The 
strict inequality is implied by (29). This proves the lemma. 
Put C, + R, = Q0 . We then have 
THEOREM 6.1. Q,, is a minimal cover of S. 
Proof. Clearly Q,, E &(S). Suppose Q, $ R(S). Let Q E R(S). Then by 
Theorem 4.1 we have R, C Q and by Lemma 6.1 we have QC C C, . This 
implies 
Qo - Q C C- Q - Qo C R. (30) 
Put Q0 - Q = C, , Q - Q, = R, . Then Q0 = Q - R, + C, . 
Case 1. C, E %[s(C,, , Q,)]. If / C, 1 < / R, j, then Q $ R(S), a 
contradiction. If / C, 1 > / R, /, then, since Q = Q, - C, + R, and 
R, E I[s(C, , Q,)], we have C1 $ sZ[s(C, , Q,,)], which is a contradiction 
by Corollary 3.1. Then I C, / = / R, / so that j Q,, I = 1 Q ! = M(S) and 
hence Q, E 2,(S). 
Suppose Q, $ @I(S). Then there are (II C C,, and /I C R such that 
Q, - 01 + P E W), P E W(CG Qdl and I 0~ I > I B I, so that 01 I Jib(c~ Qdl. 
But C, E fi[s(C, , Q,)] (by hypothesis) together with Theorem 3.1 imply 
01 E R[s(ol, Q,,)]. This is a contradiction. It follows that Q, E %X(S). 
Suppose Q,-,* $ LuI(S*). Then there is Ql such that QO* > Q1* and 
Q,* E YJI(S*). Applying Lemma 5.4.a to Q,,* and Ql* we obtain Q, E Y.R(S). 
Then by Lemma 5.1 Q1 E A(S). By (30) applied to Q, we have Q, - Q, C C. 
But Q,* > Ql* implies Q,* - Q,* C C* and QO* - Ql* # 0. Then 
Q,-Q,CR and Q,-Ql# 0, a contradiction. It follows that 
Q,,* E !DI(S). Again by Lemma 5.1 this implies Q0 E R(S). 
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Case 2. CO $ si[s(C,, , Q,)]. Then there are a C C,, and b C R - R, 
such that 1 a 1 > I b I and Ql = QO - a + b E Z(S). Put 
and 
b’ = {r: I da, Q,>l > I b I> 
b” = {r: 1 rs(a, QJ < / b I}. 
Then b = b’ + b” and b’b” = ~3. Clearly b E Z[s(a, Q,)]. Choose Q 
such that Q E R(S). Then by Theorem 4.1 we have R, C Q. We show that 
b’ C Q. (31) 
Suppose that rzO E b’ - Q for some x,, E X. Put 
Then by the definition of b’ we have ( a’ I > I b 1. Since rgO 4 Q we have 
a’ C Q. We also have a’ C a C Q, which together with R, C Q implies 
s(a’, Q) C s(a’, Q,) C s(a, Q,). Then b E Z[s(a’, Q)], which is a contradic- 
tion since j b [ < 1 a’ I. This proves (31). 
Subcase 2.1. / a 1 > N, . Put T = Si?aZb”. The definition of T implies 
( T 1 < I b I2 < I a I. Define a mapping of a into the power-set of Tin the 
following way: f(c) = CT for c E a. Since f(cI)f(cz) = @CICe there is 
c, E a such that f(co> = 0. Then b’ E Z[c,s(a, Q,J]. We have c, E g(S) 
and hence by Lemma 6.1 there is QI E R(S) such that q, E Q, . According 
to (31) we have b’ C QI and hence Q1 - {c,,) E 2(S), which is a contra- 
diction. 
Subcase 2.2. I a / < N, . Then ( b / < K, and hence I s(a, Q,,)l < N, . 
Define 
a, = {c: c E a and c 6 (E[s(a, QJ]). 
Since s(a, Q,) is finite and a $ $+(a, Q,)] it follows from Theorem 1 that 
a, # o. Define 
b, = {r: da0 , Q,,) # a>. 
Then b,R, = @. By Theorem 4.3 we have 
QG = Wao y Qdl. (32) 
Let Q ES(S). Choose a, C C, b, C R such that a, + b, C Q and 
a, + bl E %&(a, , Q,)]. We clearly have 
al + bl E Nsh + bl , Q>l. (33) 
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Suppose that a, # O. Then by (32) we have 
Ia, +&I > I&II. (34) 
Let z E s(ul + b1 , Q). Since b, C b, we have b,R, = 0. Then z $ i?R, 
and hence z E s(aO , QJ. Since z was chosen arbitrarily it follows that 
s(al + bl , Q) C s(uO , IQ,,) so that b E 2[s(a, + b1 , Q)], which is a contra- 
diction because of (33) and (34). Then a, = 0 and b, = b, and hence 
&C Q. (35) 
Now choose c,, E a, . By Lemma 6.1 there is Q, E R(S) such that c,, E Q, . 
By (35) we have b, C Q, ; we also have s((c,,}, Q1) C s({cO}, Q,) C U,, . 
But (35) also implies s({cO}, QJ 9!b, = 0, so that s({cJ, Q,) = 0 and 
hence Q, - {co} E 2(S), a contradiction. This settles Subcase 2.2 and so 
we have a contradiction for the whole of Case 2. It follows that Q, E R(S) 
and the theorem is proved. 
By the construction of R, it follows that QO is unique as a column- 
essential cover of S. 
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